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May 30, 1993 

Dear Annette, 

If I remember correctly, I am supposed to draft the 1993-94 
contracts for the field researchers, and send them to you. Is 
that correct? I will be proposing a salary increase of 3%, 
keeping pace with inflation, rather than the 5% allowed in our 
budget . I will make a few revisions in the description of job 
responsibilities, in line with changes in the project over the 
last year. 

We have one major issue to deal with: Claire has informed me 
that she does NOT intend to continue with the project next 
year, i.e. she is resigning as of July 31. After several 
discussions with her, it is clear that this decision is firm . 
We have not yet informed the rest of our team or anyone in 
Atlanta, but Claire would like to begin telling people this 
Thursday, June 3. Her explanation will be that she has 
decided to return to classroom teaching. 

On balance I am disappointed about this, but it is not all 
bad; it gives us an opportunity to rethink the needs of the 
project in light of unanticipated changes in the way CIJE and 
the communities have moved. 

Claire will write the report on educators in June and she will 
finalize it in July. She'll prepare a draft of the report on 
visions and mobilization in July and the rest of the team will 
edit it for submissio n in September as scheduled . She will be 
turning over all her notes to us. So I don't think we'll lose 
out in terms of products. The major loss to us will be in the 
excellent rapport that Claire has established with Lauren, and 
the time she has spent becoming acquainted with the Atlanta 
Jewish community. 

(As an aside, you may be interested in knowing that the job 
has had a transformative effect on Claire. She has become an 
observant Jew (from being totally secular in the past) and she 
has found a home for herself in Atlanta.) 

Do we need a replacement? Ellen and I have thought about 
this, and we are firmly convinced that a replacement is 
necessary (assuming Atlanta remains as a lead community). 
After September, we will not be able to provide more than 
minimal coverage of Atlanta without a field researcher in 
place. I propose that we start in July to search for Claire's 
replacement . 

What qualities will we look for in a replacement? The unique 
strengths Claire brought to our team were experience in 
classroom observation and knowledge of emergent literacy 
(which we thought we could apply to Jewish literacy). It has 
become clear, however, that our project has a greater need for 
someone with experience in educational measurement and 



evaluation . This person would need to be an experienced 
interviewer and observer, as Claire was, but would also have 
expertise in quantitative measurement. Ideally this person 
would be familiar with Jewish education, but we view that as 
less critical at this time. 

Finally, if Atlanta remains as a lead community, we would 
conduct a local search prior to a national search. We would 
avoid candidates with close ties to the major Atlanta Jewish 
institutions (because we need an "outsider"), but would be 
open to other Atlanta residents. 

Would you like to discuss these issues with Ellen in June? Or 
do you want to have a conference call? Please let me know how 
you wish to proceed. 

Yours, 

Adam 

cc: Ellen 
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THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM 

THE SAMUEL MENDEL MELTON CENTRE 
FOR JEWISH EDUCATION IN THE DIASPORA 

THE HEBREW ASSESSMENT PROJECT: 

FEEDBACK AND DIAGNOSIS OF ACHIEVEMENT 
IN JEWISH DAY SCHOOLS IN THE DIASPORA 



ABOUT THE HELTON CENTRE 

The Melton Centre for Jewish Education in the Diaspora represents the 
convnitment of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem to the improvement of 
Jewi sh education the world over. Established in 1968 at the joint 
initiative of the Hebrew University's School of Education and Institute 
for Contemporary Jewry , the Centre for Jewish Education in the Diaspora 
was created to seek solutions to the challenges and concerns of 
contemporary Jewish education. Today, the Centre bears the name of Samuel 
Mendel Melton, the noted educational pioneer and philanthropist, who 
endowed it in perpetuity in 1976. 

The activities of the Melton Centre incl ude: M.A. and Ph.D. programs in 
Jewi sh education, the Summer Institute for Jewish Educators, the Senior 
Educators Program, train i ng programs in formal and informal education, the 
development of curricula and other educational material s, and research in 
Jewish education . Consultation services are provided by t he Melton Centre 
to schools and educational networks throughout North and South America, 
Western and Eastern Europe, South Africa and Australia. The Centre houses 
a Library and Pedagogic Centre with one of the largest col lections of 
Jewish educational materials in the world, and the Florence Melton Adult 
Mini -School Institute, a pioneering institution devoted to basic adult 
Jewi sh literacy. 

The Melton Centre's Hebrew Assessment Project, which provides diagnostic 
feedback regarding Hebrew achievement in Jewish day schools, has been 
operating in North America since 1987. This project was initially funded 
in cooperation with the Boris Shteinshleifer fund of JESNA in New York. 
As of 1993, the Doron Foundation has enabled the project to expand first 
to Western Europe and then to South America. 



THE HEBREW ASSESSMENT PROJECT: 
FEEDBACK AND DIAGNOSIS OF ACHIEVEMENT 
IN JEWISH DAY SCHOOLS IN THE DIASPORA 

Academic Director: Prof. Elana Shohamy 
Project Coordinator : Nava Nevo 

A Uni que Eval uative Project 

The Hebrew Assessment Project of the Hebrew University ' s Melton Centre for 
Jewi sh Education in t he Diaspora provides Jewish day schools with 
diagnostic feedback regarding the Hebrew achievement of their students and 
the at titudes of both students and parents towards the study of Hebrew. 
This diagnostic information aids schools in identifying problems i n their 
Hebrew language program and in implementing changes to improve Hebrew 
language instruction. 

At the core of the assessment project is a unique, interactive model which 
stresses cooperation between participating schools and the University' s 
assessment team. This model is based upon new and innovative approaches 
and principles in the fields of evaluation and second language 
acquisition: 

* Schools are partners i n the assessment process . 

* Hebrew tests administered as part of the assessment are tailor
made to suit the speci fic Hebrew curriculum of each 
participating school . 

* Tests measure achievement in all four skills of language -
reading , writing, listening, and speaking . 

* Tests measure two kinds of linguisti c knowledge : the ability 
to comprehend Hebrew in the school's specific curriculum, and 
the ability to comprehend Hebrew encountered in "real life" 
situations. 



* Schools receive diagnostic feedback in a detailed manner which 
facilitates actual improvement in each area identified as 
problematic. 

* Feedback serves a variety of populations: 
teachers, and parents . 

principals , 

* Schools receive information suited to their own specific goals, 
as well as data comparing the achievement of their students to 
those of similar schools. 

* The assessment process is conducted annually, in order to 
monitor changes over t ime. 



The Phases of the Assessment 

7 
Working Towards 
Improvement (School} 

6 
Discussion of Findings 
and Implications 
(Univ. and School} 

5 
Writing of 
Assessment Report 
(University) 

I. Definition of Curriculum 

I 
Definition 
of Curriculum 
(School} 

4 
Analysis of Data 
(Uni versity) 

2 
Development of 
Assessment Tools 
(University) 

3 
Administration 
of Tests and 
Questionnaires 
(Univ. and School) 

Following a workshop with a representative from the assessment 
team, the principal and Hebrew faculty of each school review their 
Hebrew program and define its content and objectives. 

2. Development of Assessment Tools 
Based upon the school's definitions, the assessment team develops 
tailor-made tests for each school and constructs attitude 
questionnaires for students and parents. 

3. Administration of Tests and Questionnaires 
The assessment tools are admini stered in each school by the 
assessment team and the school's Hebrew faculty. 

4. Analysis of Data 
A trained team evaluates the tests and questionaires , analyzes the 
data, and formulates diagnostic feedback for each school. 

5. Writing of Assessment Report 
The assessment team prepares a report of its findings for each 
school. This report provides detailed information regarding each 
linguistic area studied . Thi s information pertains to specific 
aspects of linguistic knowledge (e.g . grammatical ability, 
communicative abi lity, partial understanding versus global 
understanding, etc . ). 



6. Discussion of Findings and Impl ications 
The assessment team and the school faculty discuss the findings, 
their significance, and the impl ications for the school's Hebrew 
program. Each school considers the findings in l ight of its own 
unique context, and decides on measures for improvement. 

7. Working Towards Improvement 
Schools implement a variety of measures to improve thei r Hebrew 
program i n the linguistic areas identified as probl ematic. 



The Assessment Tools 

In order to evaluate achievement in the four main skills of language, four 
distinct tests are specially developed for each school by the assessment 
team: 

- The Reading Comprehension Test presents the students with a variety 
of texts. Some of these texts originate in the school's Hebrew 
learning materi als {e.g. stories, poems, Biblical texts, etc.), 
while others are taken from real -life situations {e.g. signs, 
advertisements, invitations, etc.). 

- The Writing Test asks the students to write a note, a letter to a 
friend, a congratulatory letter, etc . 

- The Listening Comprehension Test is comprised of a videotape which 
presents the students with natural Hebrew spoken by native Hebrew 
speakers . 

- The Speaking Test, which is administered i ndividually, requires the 
students to use Hebrew in conversation and in role play exercises. 

In addition to the tests, questionnaires are designed by the assessment 
team to measure the attitudes of students and parents towards the study of 
Hebrew in general, and towards the school's Hebrew program in particular. 



.. 

Additional Activities and Services 

The Hebrew Assesment Project is involved in the planning and development 
of a variety of additional activities and services for participating 
schools: 

* The training of master teachers to serve as on-site experts in 
evaluating achievement in i ndividual schools. 

* The development and expansion of a resource bank of test items , 
which may be accessed by the schools. 

* Guidance in t he collection and analysis of additional data 
regarding the school 's students. 

* Referrals to resources for enhancing Hebrew instruction. 

For Further Informati on Please Contact: 

The Hebrew Assessment Project 
The Melton Centre for Jewish Education in the Diaspora 
The Hebrew Univers ity of Jerusalem 
Mt. Scopus, Jerusalem 91905 Israel 

Telephone: 972-2-882 -229 
Facsimile: 972-2-322-211 



"The Hebrew assessment project is an effective tool which helps me and the 
teachers update the Hebrew curriculum in accordance with the students' 
levels and needs . .. . The tests are varied, and expose diverse aspects 
of the students ' linguistic knowledge." 

-- M. M., Elementary School Principal {K-6) 

"The most important thing for me is drawing conclusions based upon the 
findings, and working with t he staff to remedy weaknesses and implement 
improvements." 

-- R. W. , Hebrew Depart ment Chairperson 

"This dynamic model demands mi nor or major changes in our curriculum every 
year , and points us i n t he r ight direct ion ." 

-- B. G. , Juni or High School Principal 

"The findings of the project have a tremendous effect upon our decision
making . The project serves as a mirror for our teachers ." 

-- E. S., Elementary School Principal {K-8) 



Fridav JunE· 11, 1993 fiPld researchi:r coni'PrPnce c.:nll 

Agenda: 

1) Madison meeling agen<la 
2) Reports 

2) Reports on Professional Life 

These werP issurs raised when Julie and Claire brainstormed basPd 
on their reading of the Atlanta interviews on the Professional 
Life of the Jewish F.ducators: 

o collegiality 
o partnership among the education directors and faculty 
o connecting children's lives with the larger Jewish 

community curricular issue (aulonomy by default) 
o how do teachers connect what they are doing with 

the l argf'r Jewish c·ommu1ii t y what theory are they 
using? 

o multiple roles of education directors - multiple 
jobs and roles {career implications} {specialists 
or frcncralists} 

Julie pointed out that we are viewed as technicians. We get 
blamed for producing the wrong items. The overall issue is that 
we are trying to please Seymour rather than our main clientele, 
the communities. 

1) 'lv!adi~on m1 --ti 
C> $ 7 ~ ,+TE:'"6· 't' "F-0 ft.. )..,(A I A.lr /t / A.J I~ (- C.<J 1-.I'r AC... T / A..) /1-7 L/t-A/7 7'1-
o Claire's r' '1C,:->'1l"rt ti:.:iP ~rameworh, advert sing 
o what happens with Claire's data 
o vision and mobilization reports 
o year 2 plon 

o programs? 
o funding of Jewish education 

o meeting the communities' needs 
o feedback to thr CJJE: what and how 
o feedback to the communities: what and how 
o Best Practices 
o definitions: 

o personnel 
o mobilization 
o Best Practices 
o Lead Community ProJ~ct 

o staffing and roles 
o visiting the other communities 

o field resParchers and projPct advisors 

Fridnv .June 11, 1993 
Ruth Coh,~n 
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To: Annette, Seymour, and Shmuel 

From: Ellen and Adam 

Subject: Notes for Upcoming Meeting with Ellen 

Date: June 3, 1993 

We have suggested a number of issues to discuss when we meet on 
June 13: 

l) Updates since the Cleveland meetings 
2) Update regarding the Educator Survey, and 
3) Next steps for year two of MEF Project (including Claire's 

resignation). 

Year two of the MFE project should continue to monitor community 
mobilization, visioning, and the professional lives of educators. 
(per the project outline). We should continue to improve upon our 
feedback loops both to the communities and CIJE. It is clear, 
however, that the project must continue beyond these crucial areas. 

The next logical step is to begin to collect baseline data in each 
community so it will be possible to ascertain outcomes as the lead 
community project proceeds. This make take several forms: 

l) If the communities articulate specific goals, we can begin to 
collect process and outcome data that pertain to specific programs 
initiated as part of the lead community effort. This evaluation 
would entail both observations of specific programs, interviews of 
participants and personnel, and quantitative outcome measures. 
Similarly, the field researchers would aid the communities in 
developing evaluation components for each initiative and monitor 
the process by which scope, content, and quality become part of 
the Lead Community concept. 

2) It is crucial to put on the agenda for all the lead communities 
their self-studies for the fall. Like the educator survey, a common 
approach should be taken to the self-study. The information from the 
self-study will be crucial for measuring outcomes both in, and across 
communities. 

To the extent that the self-study involves educational outcomes such 
as participation rates, teacher turnover rates, and so on , we are 
interested in contributing to the design f the self-study. 

3) Considerable attention must be given to the measurement of 
outcomes. We will need to educate ourselves about available tests, 
surveys, and questionnaires pertaining to Judaica and Hebrew and 
get access to experts to help with the development of such measurements 
for Jewish education. Surveys and other "tests" will need to be 
developed. We may want to begin the process of commissioning papers 
to address the concrete outcomes of Jewish education and their 
measurement. 

Given these suggestions we propose that Claire's replacement have 
skills in qualitative research methodology, as did Claire, but also 
have a strong background in evaluation and quantitative 
measurement. The new field researcher could then play an important 
role, under our guidance, in contributing to the self-study and 
developing the quantitative pans of the evaluation project. This 
is consistent with the team approach to our project. 



06 07 _ .... 

TO: 
FROM: 

ADAM GAMORAN 
CLAIRE ROTTENBERG 

This 1s a copy of the Cleveland reaction update I sent to Ellen this 
morning 

June 8, 1993 

I met with Lauren on Monday to discuss the Cleveland meetings. Her 
react ion was that not much had happened at the meetings. 
Spec1flcally, ~er comments related to the following items. 
l Several things were ctarif led ror her. She now understands what 

CIJE means by "enabling options.· The word •options" had her 
c-onfused- she was .1nder the impression that trammg and 
mobil1zat10n were choices for the comr1unities She said she now 
understands that ev@rything the commumty does m relationship to 
CIJE has to mch.1de a teacher training component. 

2 She got the 1mpress1on thal Milwaukee is way ahead of Atlanta 
and Baltimore. Lay leaders were included from Milwaukee because 
Milwau1<ee ts structuring the project differently than the other 
twc comm,mities. 

3. Lauren thought the most product1Ve parts of the two days were 
the small focus groups Seymour and Annette had with each of the 
communities 

1 asked LaureC' about her role for next year. She w I II be in charge of 
planning for Jewish education This wi 11 not, however, be restricted 
to only the lead communities proJect 

I'm meeting with David Sarnat on Thursday. June 10th 

RECE!UED FFOM 404:~~1 7&! ,; . , . 199: 1s: 21 
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THE MANDELL L. BERMAN INSTITUTE -

NORTH AMERICAN 
JEWISH DATA BANK 

CUNY Graduate Center 
33 West 42 Street 

New York, NY 10036-8099 
(212) 642-2178 

Council 
of 

Jewish 
Federations 

0 
The Graduate 

School and 
University Center 

of The City 
University of New York 

Coooeral og nst,11,1.ons 
Brande,s Uni.ers,ty and 
The Hebrew Un1vers,1y 

ol Jerusa e'TI 

June 25 , 1993 

Dear Potential Data Users: 

As you know from my past correspondences, the 1990 
National Jewish Population Survey data set is available 
and can be obtained in a variety of formats. To date a 
number of college professors, academic writers, news 
writers , J ewi s h Feder ation p lanner s, acti ve lay 
participants , and Jewish communal professionals have 
util ized the NJPS Data Set for a variety of purposes. 
Over 90 reports, major articles, and for mal 
publications have resulted from the use of this data. 
Additionall y, a number of my academic colleagues have 
used NJPS data as a valuable teaching tool. 

The original NJPS data set is in t he f orm of a 10 inch 
cartridge t ape, which can be mounted onto a mainframe. 
The data is also available on a 3-1/2 i nch hard disk 
for use with a PC . The hard disk contains all of the 
original fi l es which wer e compressed and can easily be 
restored using a series of commands. 

The NJPS data is lastly available in a 5-1/ 4 inch 
floppy disk for use with the Microcase Computer 
Software Program. This data set includes two 
diskettes; the first diskette, being the individual 
file and t he second including t he weighting and 
categor y of Jewishness. The program is in Microcase 
language and can be exported into an ASCII file . 

An NJPS data set also includes: 

1. A User Guide which contains the coded 
questionnaire, questionnaire summary, 
weight ed frequencies, unw-eighted f r equenc ies, 
several papers which utilize survey data and 
other methodological notes . 

2. A full methodological report. 



3. Periodic updates of information relating to 
the data. 

The cost for the Data Set in either the cartridge tape 
or 3-1/2 inch hard disk format is $250. The cos t for 
the materials in the two diskette f ormat for use with 
the Microcase Program is $50. This s et, however, 
requires the purchase of the Microcase Computer 
Software Program, which can be provided at a cost of 
$250. 

If you would like more i nformation about any of the 
NJPS dat a sets, and their format, please let me know. 
At that point, I could send to you the appropriate 
order forms. Finally, I attach several flyers which 
contain information about our recent publications, 
should you wis h to purchase them. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
JEFF SCHECKNER 
Data Bank Administrator 

JS:fk 
Encls . 

Scheckne.Oat 



PROFILE OF AMERICAN JEWRY: 
Insights from the 

1990 National Jewish Population Su.rvey 
by 

Sidney Goldstein 

A wide-ranging anaJysis of the moot significant research in two decades on the 
status of American Jews is contained in this oublication. Dr. Goldstein. ~ noted 
demographer. has taken the essentiaJ information from the 1990 National Jewish 
PopultJtion Survey and analyzed it in terms of Jewish identity. mobility. distribution. 
SJCio-demograprucs. education. occupation. marriage patterns. fertility. intermaniag~ 
ritual practice and organizationa1 involvement The text is accompanied by 24 tables 
detailing the information. 

100 pages • $5.00 pb • ISSN 1049-2550 

ORDER FORM 

North American Jewish IAlta Bank 
C,enter for Jewish Studies 

CUNT Graduate C-enter 
33 West 42nd St 

New York. NY 10036 

Please send ___ copies of PROFILES OF AMERICAN JEWRY: Insights from the 
1990 National Jewish Population Survey o $5.00 to: 

Name_. ___________________ ______ _ 

I 

Address ____ ---=------,,---,......------ ---- - --

City State Zip 



CONTEMPORARY JEWISH PHILANTHROPY IN AMERICA 

Edited by Paul Ritterband and Barry A. Kosmin 

This publication provides a comprehensive overview of how 
Tzedakah--the obligation to give, to share, to help--can be 
understood, taught and realized in contemporary society. The 
chapters in this book examine the social sources for philanthropy, 
the various types of givers, recent trends in philanthropy, large 
scale giving and clients' perspectives. The contributors to this 
volume--social scientists, communal leaders and practitioners who 
are associated with the Council of Jewish Federations and the North 
American Jewish Data Bank--analyze the motivations and functions 
of Jewish giving in order to throw light on this enormous and vital 
enterprise. Since the future of the organized Jewish community is 
heavily dependent on the prospects for Jewish philanthropy, the 
systematic overview of trends in the raising and disbursing of 
funds provided in this volume will be of great interest to students 
of political economy, Judaic studies, fund raising, sociology and 
economic history. 

CONTENTS: Forewo·rd, Julian Wolpert *Introduction, Barry Kosmin 
and Paul Ritterband * PART I THEORY AND BACKGROUND * An Economic 
Analysis of Philanthropy, Barry R. Chiswick * Philanthropy and 
Social Exchange, Kathleen D. McCarthy * The Dimensions of 
Contemporary American Jewish Philanthropy, Barry Kosmin *PART II: 
GENERAL PHILANTHROPY * Is A Good Jew A Contributing Jew? The 
Relationship Between Jewish Identity and Philanthropy, Dr. 
Mordechai Rimor and Dr. Gary A. Tobin * Generation, Age and 
Income Vari~bility, Paul Ritterband and Richard Silberstein * 
PART III: SPECIAL PHILANTHROPY * Tradition and Transition in 
Jewish Women's Philanthropy, Madeleine Tress and Barry A. Kosmin 
* Volunteering and Money Gifts : Two Ways in Which Jewish Women 
Contribute to the Community, Alice Goldstein * Patterns of 
Giving of Some Jewish Career Women: A Preliminary Investigation, 
Rel a Gefren Monson * Tzedaka: Orthodox Jews and Chari table 
Giving, Samuel c. Hielman * Intergenerational Philanthropic 
Slippage: The Case of the Children of Major Philanthropic Families 
in New York City, Egon Mayer * Generous Fathers, Ungenerous 
Children: A Small City Perspective, Arthur Goldberg * The 
Bottom Line: Major Gifts of Federation Campaigns, Norbert Fruehauf 
* The New Jewish Philanthropies, Ira Silverman * PART IV: THE 
CLIENTS * The Changing Client System in Jewish Philanthropy, 
Donald Feldstein * Israeli Society and Diaspora Philanthropy: 
How Well Does the Gift Perform? Israel Katz 

1991 250 pp. ISBN 0 - 8476- 7647-1 $43.50 



0 R D E R F O R K 

CONTEMPOPORARY JEWISH PHILANTHROPY IN AMERICA may be ordered 
directly from the publisher, Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc. 
Individuals must prepay. We will accept your check or 
VISA/Mastercard, providing you include the complete card number, 
expiration date and your signature. We also accept institutional 
purchase orders. 

Faculty who order on their school stationery will receive a 20% 
discount. Please add $2.50 postage and handling for the first book 
and $.SO for each additional book. Maryland residents must add 5% 
tax. 

Your name ____________________________ _ 

Institution. ___________________________ _ 

Address. _____________________________ _ 

City, State 
_________________ Zip ________ _ 

Your Mastercard or VISA number 

card's expiration date ___ _ Your Signature _________ _ 

Please ship ___ copy{ies) of CONTEMPORARY JEWISH PHILANTHROPY IN 
AMERICA, ISBN 0-847 6-7647-1 @ $43.50 per copy (cloth). 

Cost of book(s) 

Cost of Postage & Handling 

MD residents 5% tax __________ _ 

Total Cost 

Please mail your order to: Rowman & Littlefield, Customer Service, 
4720 Boston Way, Lanham, Maryland 20706 
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06/ 27/1993 11:49 4106533727 
JU.IE TAt+IIVAARA ---------- - - ------------ -

06/22/93 

How does the Best Practices Project relate to personnel'> 

How does the BPP constitute "content" as noted by Seymour 1n Cleveland? This is very 
unclear to us and to many others who met in Cleveland 

Ho~ does BP get implemented into the communities? A conceptual design would be 
helpful 

VJ. Reports 

What are the log,sucs and time frames for reports on the educators survey. the combined 
professional hves and educators survey, and visions and mobilization? 

Vi l. lndu,ion in LC mtetings 

How can we get included an meetings of the CIJE staff in our communities and an 
combined meetings? Expectations of commun1t1es are established at these meettngs. 
therefore, 1t is cnt1cal we attend them When will the next meetings be held? 

VIII. Year Two 

What will be our focus? 

What are the roles and what 1s the relationship betw~n Adam and EUen" 

How should we schedule meetings and design communicallon? 

Status of contracts 

PAGE 02 



This fax consists of 22 pages including this cover page . If 
you have problems with its transmission, please contact Roberta 
Goodman at 608-231-3534. 

Memo to: 

From: 

Adam Gamoran 
Ellen Goldring 
Julie Tamrnivaara 
Claire Rottenberg 

Roberta Goodman 

Here you will find the first draft of my report on the 
Professional Life of Jewish Educators in Milwaukee . Please note 
that often I indicate a place for a quotation with a person ' s 
name. If you think that a quotation is not required at that 
point, please let me know . 

I am concerned that many people will be identifiable in this 
document because of how I describe them. My feeling is that I 
want permission from that person rather than change the text to 
obscure their identity. I will do the latter if they want me to. 

I have chosen not to name people . Names give away much about the 
people. I constantly use the phrases "one educator" or "one 
education director" or "one teacher . " I would like feedback on 
that. Several educators are quoted or referred to within the 
text, but you cannot tell that because I use these phrases which 
obscure their identity. 

I have found data to support the areas that we were to address 
that have policy implications. Within each of the six categories, 
I tried to let the data speak for itself, telling the story from 
the perspective of the Milwaukee educators, rather than imposing 
a structure or sub-categories from the outside . I hope this is 
effective. 

Do know, that these six categories related to policies do not 
cover the richness or range of issues that the data holds. We 
should talk about what to do with this additional data . 

I look forward to your comments! 

J 

r/ 
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CIJE Evaluation Project 
. Madison meetings -- June 30 - July 2, 1993 

Tentative Schedule 

All meetings will take place in room 8 411 of the Social Science 
Building, 1180 Observatory Drive. 

Wednesday 
9:30 - 12:00 

12:00 - 1:15 

1:30 - 5:30 

7:00 

Thursday 

I 
I 

( 

8 : 00 - 10 : 30\ 

10:30 - 12 : 3 

12:30 - 1:30 

1 : 45 - 5:30 

Friday 
8:00 - 12:00 

Definitions: Discussion of key CIJE teims and 
concep ts that need clarification and elaboration. 
We may create a glossary which can..,be checked wi th 
other CIJE staff. Terms include: -'lead community, 
"lead community project , vpersonnel, "Vision, 
'1ftobilization seepQ/ c o:Rtent../ qauli t y , best 
practices , ~nitoring/ evaluation/feedback, goals 
project. 

~ nch: Update on the status of lead communities -
c ports from Julie, Roberta, and Ell en. 

/ Critique and revisions of Milwauke e report on 
educators. Time permitting , we will also discuss 
t he Atlanta report. 

Dinner a t the Goodmans' . 

Adam and Ellen meet separately . 

Update f r om Ell en to Adam, Roberta, and J u lie: 
(a) CIJE roles and relationships 
(b) Our evolving responsibi l i ties 
(c) Covering Atlanta 

Lunch 

(1) Continue work o n report(s) on educators (if 
n ecessary) . 

(2) Plans for summer updates 
(a) Reconsideration of Adam's May 26 memo 
(b) discussion of June updates 
(c) plans for July/August updates 

Final report for 1992- 93 on visions and 
mobilization. -{d" E.r'.<. 

8
\:: 

( 4) Plans for 1993- 94 . c.<>"d~ ) <. ~b( ~ 
( ) b . . \ .'"- ca/\ J 
a Su stanti ve issues and reports req \ · ) 

(b) Roles and relationships ,. ( "\ 'II\ 
(c) Communication and meetings /c r~'/: 
(d) Res earch travel ......--b\~~ 
(e) Contracts and other logistics ~ , 

()/ 
wit h (1), {2), and <¥> from Thursday 

afternoon , as needed . 
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CUE EVALUATION PROJECT - STAFF ROSTER - JULY 1993 

Field Researchers 

Roberta Goodman 
149 Nautilus Dr. 
Mad ison, WI 53705 
home (608) 231-3533 
office (608) 231-3534 
fax (608) 23 1-6844 

Claire Rottenberg 
926 Barrington Oaks Ridge 
Roswell , GA 30075 
home/office (404) 640-1781 
fax (404) 642-7032 

Julie Tammivaara 
58 Penny Lane 
Baltimore MD 21209 
home/office (410) 653-4648 
fax (410) 653-3727 

Director and Associate Director 

Adam Gamoran 
Department of Sociology 
1180 Observatory Dr. 
Madison WI 53706 
home (608) 233-3757 
sociology office (608) 263-7829 
sociology sec'y (608) 262-2921 
sociology fax (608) 262-4747 
ed sciences office and sec' y (608) 263-4253 
ed sciences fax (608) 265-2140 
bitnet address: gamoran@wiscssc 

Ellen Goldring 
Department of Educational Leadership 
Peabody College of Education, Box 514 
Vanderbilt University 
Nashville, TN 37203 
office (615) 322-8037 
sec'y (615) 322-8035 
dept office (615) 322-8000 
fax (615) 343-7094 
home (6 15) 356-5504 
bitnet address: goldrieb@vuctrvax 
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From : IN:,"GOLDPlfB@VUCTRVAX . BI T~ffT " 5-JUL- 1993 ll, : 43 : 32. 76 
To : !Nl."gamoran iils sc . wisc . edu" 
CC : 
SuOJ : d r aft of upoate memo to AtS for your comments 

~etu rn- path: <GOLDRIEBiilVUCTPVAX.BIThET> 
~ecei ved : from VUCTRVAX CGOLDRlEB .. VUCTPVAX) by ssc . wisc.ed.J CP'I DF tt3035 ) 

C011106@58TMHCAR21QL@ssc . wisc . edu); ~on, 5 Jul 1993 14 : 43~18 CST 
~eceived : from ctrvax . Vanderbilt . Edu by ctrvax . Vanderbilt . :du <P~OF ,3899 

<OlH\)6<iH'UY2248lolYOJP~ctrva11 . Vanderbilt . Edu) ; 'Ion, 5 Jul 19')3 14:39:34 CDT 
)ate : 05 Jul 1993 14 : 39:34 -05 00 <CDT> 
From : GOLDRIE8~VUCTRVAX . 8 1T NET 
SubJect : draft of update memo to A&S for your commPnts 
To: gamoraniilssc . wisc . edu 
Message-id : <OlH06QMUY2L68WYOJPiilc trv ax . Vanderbilt . Edu > 
X- Vt-15-To : ItJ:;"ga~,or analwi scs sc . bit net" 
Ml~E- version: 1 . 0 
Conten t - transfer - encoding : 7BIT 

fo : Annette and Seyirou r 

From : Ellen and Adam 

)ate : July 6, 1993 

RE : MEF Update 

We have just completed a r ound o f meetings in Madison with Julie 
and Roberta . ~e had very productive meetings and wanted t~ update 
you about the following: 

1) ./e are drafting our Plan for MEF for next year and will forward 
it to you this week. 

2) ./e will proceed with searching for a replacement for Claire. We 
will fort.ard a formal job announcement to you this week. We will 
communicate wit 
h personal contacts at Emory Un iversity and other -
universities in Georgia, and will be asking ,&;rmy to place an adj 
in the Chronicle of Higher fducation . When we have a suit~ule pool 
of candidates the MEF tedm will interview the candidates . 

3) The report on the Professional Lives of Educators in ~ilwauke~ 
(qualitative data) will be ready in about three weeks . We will 
g ive the report to you and Ruth Cohen simultaneously for comments . 
~e will also g i ve a copy to an ad hoc reviewer . You may wan 
t to h 
share the report with Michael I1bar as well . The reoort from 
Atlanta will take a bit longer . 

4) The quantitative data from the Educator Survey in Milwaukee is 
being entered and ana l yzed . It .iill be another few weeks uitil we 
have t he i n i ti a l re su l ts . 
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5) Adam will contact ~ther Leah ~itz and arrange a ,~eetinJ whh 
her in Milwaukee a-&-C\t .i' as the ~CF plans are clarified . 

6) Adam will house the data fro~ the rield Researchers CintPrview 
tapes , transcripts, etc) in the short term . A 
s soon as CIJE has 
offices and a process has been estaulished for research anj 
dissemination, he will move the Field Researcher ' s data to CIJE . 

We have one additional question: Our field researchers t"ll us that 
there should be some typ e of foll ow up in Atlanta about Claire ' s 
rteparture . CJJE needs to affirm that Claire ' s departure hls no 
impact on our commitment to Atlanta . They suggest that a hu'Tlan 
presence needs to be in Atlanta t o affirm this as well as indicate 
that ~oberta an1 Julie wil 
l be carrying on Claire's work as part of 
the team until a rei;lacement is found . 

How can we b est r roceed with this? Is there going to be a CIJ~ 
person ~oing to Atlanta soon? l s Jnyone going to Atlanta t~ mee t 
~ith Janice, at JES? If so we would like to consult with this 
person to talk about~ur project, to iFifQra, l~Aie" . Fllen coul1 
certainly call Laure and Steve and discuss the status of ,ur 
p roJect, but we thou ht a visit would also be warranted. 

~ . }<1"'1 ( ~ ~ t "li<:>/•.....:) c.Jb, 
we look ioward to hearing f rorn you 

and seeing you in August . 
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From : 
To : 
cc : 
SubJ : 

1 'J::" GOLOP If !!'ilVUCTRVAX . Bl T ~El " S- JUL- 1993 12 : 51 : 29. 01 
IN::" g a mo r an iils s c . w i s c . e du " 

Retu r n- path : <GOLDRIEBiilVUCThVAX . BITNET> 
Received : from VUCTRVAX CGOLDIHEB.i:VUCTRVAX) by ssc . wi sc . edJ CP'10F 113035 > 

<01H06MUY9Y8KAR21P5@ssc . wi sc . edu> ; ~on , 5 Jul 1993 12 : 50 :50 CST 
~ece l ved : from c tr vax. V~nderbi l t . Edu by ctrvax . Vanderbi lt . ~du CPHOF #3899 

<Olll06MF'J2G0081/Y50Aiilctr vax . Vanderbi Lt . Edu) ; llon , 5 Jul 1993 12 : 46 : 34 COT 
)ate : 05 J ut 1993 12: 46 : 34 - 0500 CCOT> 
Fr om : GOLDR 1[8iilVUCTRVAX . 81ThFT 
To : gamo r an@ssc . wi sc . edu 
~essa9e - id : <Oll06~PJ2G02811Y50Ajct r vax . Vanderbilt . Fdu> 
X- VHS - To : 11~::" gamor an.,,wi scssc . bit net " 
'1 1HE - version : 1 . 0 
Con t ent - t r ansfer - encoding : 7~ 1T 

ro : Alan Hoffman 

From : Ellen Goldring 

oate : July 6 , 1?93 

~e : Hebrew LanJuage Assesssment 

Hi ! I hope all is well wi th you . I have Just returned from 
'1adison where I met with Adam and the o t her Field ~esearchers . 
o r esented the "Shohamy " plan for Heb r ew Assessment and we ta l ked 
about how it would f it Into the ~onito ri ng , Feedback and E~al uation 
P l an fo r next year . Everyone was very excited abou t it . I am 
sending a draft of a memo which 1 wilt send to Annette and Sey~our 

proposing this as part of ou r work for ne xt year . I will ~lso send 
a copy to Elana for he r comments . Please respond wi th any 
feedback befo r e I send the memo to Annette and Seymour • 

lie had a few questions as well : ~ha t g r ade levels does E l3na t est? 
~hat i s the time f r ame fo r the cycle of the project? 
How l ong do you recommend we wait between testing ti mes , two or 
t hree yea r s? 
Is i t poss i ble for us t o use data that you have co ll e ct ed from 
o t he r s choo l s i n othe r communities , so we can 
c ompa r e t he Lead 
Communit y schools wit h these other schools? 

Assessment of Heb r ew Langua~e Achievemen t 

lie p r opose Lhat ra r t of the 'li:.F p l an for ne x t year include 
assessment of Het, r ew l an<Juage . We su99est tha t we collabor ate with 
El ana Shohamy from the Helton Cente r to beg i n this assessment 
p r ocess . El ana has developed a diagnos t ic sys t em fo r ~eb r ew 
Language assessment for day schools and is present ly de ve lop i ng 
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such a system for s 1.1, pl e men t c1 r y school s • Thi s sys t em i s u, i Que in 
that it tak 
es into account the specific curriculum of each school 
and provides the school with d iagnostic feedback based on the 
results of the test • 

This system will serve the ~EF project by providing baseli'>e data 
about HeLrew language for the lead Communities. In additio,, the 
project will provide feedback to the schools about their Hebrew 
ldn ·;1u<19e achievement and MCF can re-evaluate Hebrew languaJe t.;o or 
three years later, thus providin1, Longitudinal data and learning 
about the processes of change in t 
hese schools . In addition, if 
LC ' s are focusing on personnel anJ other key buildin~ blocks for 
educational improvement, we shoulo see changes in the Hebrew 
language performance of students . ~e believe that this is an 
important resource that CIJE can :Tiake available to the comnunit iPs • 
E lana has carried out this assessment in numProu<: d;,y scho'> l<: in 
the US, and can immediately begin work with CIJE . 

'A tHJ~ , '(: 
\.le propose the following plan .f.ei, 11ext yen- for Day SchooL;,r 

1) After approval of this as 
peel of the ~EF project, [Lana S hohamy 
and each FJeld Researcher will meet with the LC coordinator in each 
community ~ explain~the proJect. \.le anticipate this will occur in 
tne fall <Elana "'ill be in the states). 

2) After this initial meetin';), each LC coordinator will decide what 
is the best way to approach .and cont acJt the J<:\aY sc hoo Ls . "'lana can 
do this with a letter .ind a follow up,1 it ~ be handled centrally 
oy the LC coordinator, etc . o( 

.3> After initial contact has been made "'ith the 
schools Elana will 

contact the principals to explain the proJect and begin to set up 
a work plan with each school . 

4) Once a work plan is in place for each school th~ process begins: 
E lana and her team meels with the school to learn about th!' schools 
curriculum, a test is developed, testing takes place, analyses are 
done of the tests by the Melton center in Jerusalem, diagn,stic 
feedback is provided to each school by Elana and her team. 

S> The field researchers will assist Elana in the JHOC 

es s of 
testing . Elana and her team provide each school with an i1dividual 
report . The l'IEF team will provide the LC with a report about the 
Hebrew language Assessment of the community oased on the results 
provided in Jerusalem . 

6) The FR will monitor the feedback process in the schools and will 
observe and monitor the processes of change in the day sch~ols 
during the next two years . In other words, they will be lo,king at 
the ways in which the schools are changing and acting upon the 
diaJnosis 
provided to the~ by the Hebrew Assessment . This is a 

crucial step of the MEF project and can provide informatio, for the 
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ongoing feedback loop in the commi.nity a.s well . 

7> Two years <ELANA ANO ALAN< Stl0UL0 THIS flE TII0 YfARS OR THRE:: 
YEARS? WllAT IS YOUR EXPERIEl~CL?> after this ini t ial assessnent , the 
assessment will be ca r ried out again . Gains can be measured , and 
the monitoring i nformation cc1n be used to t>xplain where gains have 
been found and w~ere no gains have been realized . 

8> Since Elan 
a has compa r ative data from other day schools in the 
US , we can compare the results of the schools in the LC ' s ~ith 
other , similar day schoo l s , in other communi t ies . 

9) Issues of fundin9 for th is project will need to be add r e sse.:I . 
i.Je suggest that CIJE provide the necessary resources to suoport 
this project . 
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Memorandum 

To: Adam Gamoran 

From: Julie Tammivaara 

Date: July 5, 1993 

Subject: Assorted topics 

Dear Adam, 

Thank you for the rich experience in Madison this past week. I am so glad you are on this 
continent and glad, as well, the experience in Scotland was as rewarding to your family as 
it was for you. It was great seeing Marla; she looks wonderful. 

I thought of a number of things on the flight back; I'll share these odds and ends in 
this memo. 

I have used the travel form from Cleveland now and found it easy to complete; we 
need one for office supplies, telephone, fax, etc. The only form we have for these is the 
one that is out of New York and it includes travel as well. I don't know what Ann's plans 
are for creating a new form. It might be a good idea to enumerate categories of 
reimbursable items so Ann will not need to question routine items; then again, maybe not. 

A problem has arisen re: the transcribers here in Baltimore. to recapitulate, we 
hired two non-Jewish women who lowered their rate to $12.00 per hour because of the 
nature of our work. They are excellent and have invested in Jewish books to help them 
decipher Hebrew and Yiddish phrases. One lives ten miles to the east of me, the other ten 
miles to the west. I deliver and retrieve the tapes and diskettes from them. For several 
months they would submit their bills to me and I would pay them. In tum, I submitted 
these bills to CUE for reimbursement. Since the headquarters moved to Cleveland, Ann 
has requested they send their bills to_ CUE directly. They have been faxing their bills to 
Clevetiand and receiving payment 17 to 20 days later. Now, Ann wants them to send 
originals [signed off by me] to Cleveland. This would add another 6 to 7 days to the 
process which is unacceptable to them. We are in a situation where we must either work 
something out or switch to transcribers [the going rate is $25.00 to $50.00/ hour] who can 
wait for reimbursement. I would much prefer to keep the transcribers we have as they are 
attuned to the discourse of our interviews and they are excellent transcribers. Do you 
think something could be worked out? It would save the CUE a tremendous amount of 
money if it could. 

I am enclosing a check for $18.00 for Claire's father's memorial. Forgot to give it 
to you in Madison. 

Roberta has told me she shared a page of her notes from a conference call with 
you. There is a paragraph that reads: "Julie pointed out that we are viewed as 
technicians. We get blamed for producing the wrong items. The overall issue is that we 
are trying to please Seymour rather than our main clientele, the communities." The first 
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sentence is, more or less, what I said; the rest of the paragraph is not my sentiment, 
although one might conclude such from the text. I believe certain things are problematic 
in this endeavor, but the issue for me is not one of pleasing Seymour at the expense of our 
communities. Just wanted you to know that. 

You mentioned again my reporting on the BJE in my quarterly report. I have 
reviewed my text again and still do not see what the problem is. I wonder if you could 
provide an analysis similar to what you did with my feedback report in Madison to help 
with this. Here are my three references to the BJE: 

To further their goal of inclusiveness and broad participation, an innovative single
entity structure is currently being considered by Baltimore's Jewish community 
leadership. Called the Center for the Advancement of Jewish Education [which 
consists of the groups formerly called the Commission on (Jewish) Education] this 
entity would be directed by the current executive director of The Associated and 
his community planning and budgeting staff. They would direct efforts of three 
federation functions: educational planning and service delivery, budget and grants 
review [fund allocation], and financial resource development [fundraising]. The 
current executive director of the Board of Jewish Education would direct the 
educational planning and service delivery function. (When he assumes these 
duties, he will move from his office at 5800 Park Heights Avenue to The 
Associated's downtown headquarters.] Both that function and the budget and 
grants review function would serve four entities: higher education, communal 
religious schools, day schools, and providers of informal education. Several 
groups participated in designing this structure. They include: the officers and 
directors of The Associated, the lay board of The Associated, the Rabbinical 
Council, the lay Council of the Day Schools, the Board of Jewish Education, and 
Lead Community Project staff It is hoped that this structure will facilitate the 
perspective strongly held by federation staff that Baltimore is a "living laboratory" 
for the enhancement of Jewish education and to consensus decision-making to 
which Baltimore is deeply committed. P. 5 

Participants cited the Board of Jewish Education as a strength of the educational 
community. More than one educational director reported being in contact with the 
BJE on a daily basis. The efforts of the BJE to be responsive to educators' needs 
by ceding control of the structure of in-service education for religious school 
teachers to the Principals' Association was seen as a smart decision. [In the past, 
BJE personnel planned a series of five workshops of which attendance at four was 
required for a monetary bonus. Now, principals plan more than thirty workshops a 
year from which teachers may choose.] Speculation on the effectiveness of 
workshops is mixed. While some report observing significant improvement as a 
result of attendance, others are convinced that "some of the worst teachers take 
the most courses." Pp. 9-10. 
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Participants agreed that Baltimore's commitment to education, the presence of two 
institutions of higher learning, and the Board of Jewish Education are strengths in 
the commuruty. They agreed, as well, that while enhancing education would help 
further Jewish continuity, it would not be the whole answer to this challenge. 
Participants varied with respect to what specifically should be addressed in an 
education initiative and how challenges should be met. P. 10. { nb This is a 
summary statement} 

In your February 16 memo to us, you included Annette's summary of reactions to 
our paper. In that memo she states: "By the way -- CUE has NO interest nor has it taken 
a position as regards structural reform (p.17)." This is from the first page of her February 
14 memo to you and is the basis for my remark in Madison. Please advise how I am mis
understanding this issue. 

I am not clear on Ellen's role on the lvfEF team. I understood she was an associate 
while you were in Scotland; now that you are back, what wil!l her role be and what is our 
relationship to her? 

My aunt and uncle are celebrating their 50th wedding anniversary next week. My 
parents have cajoled me into attending, so I will be in the Bay Area 10 July to 14 July. 
This will count three days of my holiday, and I hope it is okay with you. 

Finally, I would like to discuss with you by phone an issue that has been niggling at 
me regarding the development of quantitative measures. I feel my skills in this area are 
being underutilized. Would you be willing to discuss this with me? 

All for now. 

Warmest regards, 

rs-

, .. 



Peabody College 

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY 
N ASHVILLE . TE NN ESSEE 3 7 2 03 T ELEPH ONE (6 15 ) 3 22 - 731 1 

Department of Educational Leadership • Box 514 • Direct phone 322-8000 

To : Annette, Seymour , and Shmuel 

From: Ellen and Adam 

Date: July 7, 1993 

RE: MEF Update 

We have just completed a round of meetings in Madison with Julie 
and Roberta. We had very productive meetings and wanted to update 
you about the following: 

1) We are drafting our plan for MEF for next year and will forward 
it to you this week. 

2) We will proceed with searching for a replacement for Claire. We 
will forward a formal job announcement to you this week. We will 
communicate with personal contacts at Emory University and other 
universities in Georgia, and will be asking Ann to obtain 
permission for us to place an add in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education. When we have a suitable pool of candidates the MEF team 
will interview the candidates. 

3) The report on the Professional Lives of Educators in Milwaukee 
(qualitative data) will be ready in about three weeks . We will 
give th,e report t o you and Ruth Cohen simultaneously for comments. 
We will also give a copy to an ad hoc reviewer. You may want to 
share the report with Michael Inbar as well. The report from 
Atlanta will take a bit longer due to Claire's father's death . 

4) The quantitative data from the Educator Survey in Milwaukee is 
being entered and analyzed. We will have the initial results in a 
few wee.ks. 

5) Adam will contact Esther Leah Ritz and arrange a meeting with 
her in Milwaukee after the MEF plans have been clarified . 

6) Adam will house the data from the Field Researchers (interview 
tapes , transcripts, etc) in the short term. As soon as CIJE has 
off ices and a process has been established for research and 
dissemination, he will move the Field Researcher's data to CIJE. 



7) We have one additional question: Our field researchers tell us 
that there should be some type of follow up in Atlanta about 
Claire's departure. CIJE needs to afrirm that Claire's departure 
has no impact on our commi trnent to Atlanta. They suggest that a. 
human presence needs to be in Atlanta to affirm this as well as 
indicate that Roberta and Julie will be carrying on Claire's work 
as part of the team until a replacement is found. 

How can we best proceed with this? Is there going to be a CIJE 
person going to Atlanta soon? Is anyone going to Atlanta to meet 
with Janice, at JES? If so we would like to consult with this 
person to discuss how Janice can be informed about our project. 
Ellen could certainly call Lauren and Steve and discuss the status 
of our project, but we thought a visit would also be warranted . 
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VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY 
NASHVILLE, TE ESSEE 37203 TE LEPHO NE (6 1S ) 322-7311 

Department of Educational Leadership • Box 514 • Direct phone 322-8000 

To: Alan Hoffman 

From: Ellen Goldring 

Date: July 7, i993 

Re: Our Continued Communication 

Hi! I hope all is well with you. I have just returned from 
Madison where I met with Adam and the other Field Researchers. I 
presented the "Shohamy" plan for Hebrew Assessment and we talked 
about how it would fit into the Monitoring, Feedback and Evaluation 
Plan for next year. Everyone was very excited about it. I am 
sending a draft of a memo which I wil l send to Annette and Seymour 
proposing this a s part of our work for next year . I will also send 
a copy to Elana for her comments. Please respond with any 
feedback before I send the memo to Annette and Seymour. 

We had a few questions as well: What grade levels does Elana test? 
What is the time frame for the cycle of the project? 
How long do you recommend we wait between testing times, two or 
three years? 
Is it possible for us to use data that you have collected from 
other schools in other communi ties, so we can compare the Lead 
Community schools with these other schools? 

Assessment of Hebrew Language Achi e vement 

We propose that part of the MEF plan for next year include 
assessment of Hebrew language. We suggest that we collaborate with 
Elana Shohamy from the Melton Center to begin this assessment 
process. Elana has developed a diagnostic system for Hebrew 
Language assessment for day schools and is presently developing 
such a system for supplementary schools . This system is unique in 
that it takes into a ccount the specific curriculum of each school 
and provides the school with diagnostic feedback based on the 
results of the test . 

This system will serve the MEF project by providing baseline data 
about Hebrew language for the Lead Communities. In addition, the 
project will provide feedback to the schools about their Hebrew 
language achievement and MEF can re-evaluate Hebrew language two or 



three years later, thus providing longitudinal data and learning 
about the processes of change in these schools . In addition, if 
LC's are focusing on personnel and other key bu ilding blocks for 
educational improv ement, we should see change s in the Hebrew 
language performanc e of students. We believ e that this is an 
important resourc e that CIJE can make available to the communities. 
Elana has carried out this assessment in numerous day schools in 
the US, and can i mmediately begin work with CIJE . 

We propose the following plan for Day Schools in 1 993-94: 

1) After approval of this aspect of the MEF proje,ct, Elana Shohamy 
and each Field Researcher will meet with the LC coordinator in each 
community to explain the proj ect. We anticipate this will occu r in 
the fall (Elana will be in the states). 

2) After this i n itial meeting , each LC coordinator wi ll decide what 
i s the best way t o approach and contact the day schools. Elana can 
do this with a letter and a follow up, or it c ould be handled 
centrally by the LC coordinator, etc. 

3 ) After initial contact has been made with the schools Elana will 
contact the principal s to explain the project and begin to set up 
a work plan with each school. 

4) once a work p lan is in place for each school the process begins: 
Elana and her team meets with the school to learn a bout the schools 
curriculum, a test is developed, test ing takes place, analy ses are 
done of the tests by the Melton center in Jerusalem, diagnostic 
feedback is provided to each s chool by Elana and her team. 

5) The field r esearchers will assist Elana in the process of 
testing. Elana and her team provide each school with an i ndividual 
report. The MEF t eam will provide the LC with a report about the 
Hebrew Language Assess ment of the communit y based on the results 
provide d in Jerusalem. 

6)1 The FR will monitor the f eedback proce ss in the schools and will 
observe and monitor the proc esses of c hange in the day schools 
during the next two years . In other words, they will be looking at 
the ways in which the schools are changing and acti ng upon the 
d i agnosis provided to them by the Hebrew Assess ment. This is a 
crucial step of the MEF project and can provide information for the 
ongoing feedback loop in the community as well. 

7 ) Two years (ELANA AND ALAN< SHOULD THIS BE TWO YEARS OR THREE 
YEARS? WHAT IS YOUR EXPERIENCE? ) after this initial assessment, the 
assessment will be carried out again. Gains can be measured, and 
the monitoring information can be used to explain where gains have 
been found and where no gains hav e been realized. 



8) since Elana has comparative data from other day schools in the 
US, we can compare the results of the schools in the LC's with 
other, similar day schools, in other communities. 

9) Issues of funding for this project will need to be addressed . 
We suggest that CIJE provide the necessary resources to support 
this project. 

Allan, we need to present our work plan to Annette and Seymour as 
soon as possible, so I would appreciate any feedback you have this 
week. 

I hope I will see you in August. Warmest regards! 





GAMO$ type ellen . prn 
From: IN%" GOLDRIEB@VUCTRVAX.BITNET" 8 - JUL- 1993 11:13 : 28 . 26 
To: IN%" GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu" 
CC: 
Subj : RE : suggestions for memos 

Return-path: <GOLDRIEB@VUCTRVAX.BITNET> 
Received: from VUCTRVAX (GOLDRIEB@VUCTRVAX} by ssc.wisc.edu (PMDF #3035} id 

<01HOAQBJCK7KAR2JYX@ssc . wisc.edu> ; Thu, 8 Jul 1993 11 :13 :01 CST 
Received: from ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu by ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu (PMDF #3899} id 

<01H0APS6JOR48WYLE6@ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu>; Thu, 8 Jul 1993 11:08:59 CDT 
Date: 08 Jul 1993 11 : 08:59 -0500 (COT) 
From: GOLDRIEB@VUCTRVAX.BITNET 
Subject: RE: suggestions for memos 
To : GAMORAN@ssc . wisc.edu 
Message-id: <01H0APS6JYEA8WYLE6@ctrvax . Vanderbilt.Edu> 
X- VMS-To : IN% "GAMORAN@WISCSSC . BITNET" 
MIME-version: 1.0 
Content-transfer- encoding: 7BIT 

Some minor comments on your memos: 

The letter, I would make our requests from The Israel g roup clearer and 
specific by indenting, numbering and using a colon after I amwriting to 
ask: 1) Are our definitions accurate? 

2} are there other temr s that shou ld be added to this glossary? 
3) Would you like to distribute . ... 

Second paragraph, We are forwarding to you as a type of feedback the ambiguites 
that we discused. Some of these may be easiley settled by you; otehrs cannot . . . 
we would appreciate your responses to those ambiguities that can be easily 
adressed. ( can you put this into a specific questions as well?} 

The definition memo is f ine . 

The ambiguity memo 
I would cap and bold the terms to make it easier to folllow. 

In the first paragraph, the February is not clear, s t ate the February summary 
report presented to you by the MEF team . 

GOals Project, i would omit tease and I do not think the issue is a deliver date 
I 

but 
a concrete product that the LC can use, some thing linke the goals project 
is may be perceived as a CIJE project, dangled in frong ot he community with 
no real concrete products or materials or discussion papers ... 

Lead communities .. ! would move the sent Members of the communities see ... immedia 
tely 

after the sent that says from the community perspective .. are lead cornrnunites. 

MEF The they in the fifth sent is not clear, say the cont ent of the feedback ... 
I would change the last sent and not ask should we extablish .. . but ask, 
how should the contents of the feedback be shared with and avaialbe to CIJE 
staff. I am not sure that what Roberta did wtih Dan is feedback in the same way 
that we mean that CIJE staff shoudld also benefit from our feedback. 

What R. did with Dan is updating and informing for a specific purpose, not 
same as ongoing, so I am not sure I like the term decentarlized feedback loop, 



perhaps just informal updating and reporting? 

That ' s it, I think they will be very useful to the folks in i sarel. Talk to 
you at 1:00. 
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Memorandum 

To: Adam Gamoran 

From: Julie Tammivaara and Roberta Goodman 

Dale: July 8, 1993 

Subject: Definitions and Ambiguities 

CC: Ellen Goldring 

Definition! 

Best Practices A CUE project to develop 
an inventory of effective educational 
practices which will serve as a guide to 
Jewish educationaJ success. 

Ambiguities 

1. What is a. "practice?" The first 
document, "The Supplementary School," 
details much information on seven school 
sites but does not detail practices, that is, 
particu1ar ways of ways of doing things 
that could be judged as more or less 
effective for a given pwpose. 

2. The relationship between a best 
practice (or, collectively. best practices) 
and the two building blocks of personnel 
and mobilization is not clear. How 
would/should the adoption of a best 
practice articulate with personnel and 
mobilization issues? 

3. How should a community go about 
selecting a best practice? Who is 
contacted by whom? What supports are 
there for effecting the adoption? 

4. During the Cleveland consultation it 
was stated that the Best Practices Project 
would serve as the "content" for persoMel 
and mobilization. What does ''content" 
mean in this context? 

5. How does the Best Practices Project 
support and articulate with the concept of 
systemic reform? The site by site 
descriptions are independent and free
floating and do not have a systemic focus. 
Also, as they are descriptions of ~ ting 
progr. ams, they represent "business as 
usual." 

PAGE 01 
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Goals Project An etfon to stimulate a 
high level of discussion on the goals of 
Jewish education. Discussants include: 
the lead communities, CIJE, the Mandel 
lnstiMe, the Melton Centre at Hebrew 
University, Hebrew Union College-Jewish 
Institute, ,of Religjon, Yeshiva University, 
and the Jewish Theological Seminary. 

1. Who is in charge of initiating and 
sustaining this discu~?,_. __ _ 

2. What will be the forum for the 
~ill they occur ace to face, 
in wnting, through telecommunications, 
and/or what? 

3. Who will decide what goals will be 
discussed, that is, what will be the 
parameters for the concept of "goals?" 

4. H ow will this project be introduced to 
the lead communities? 

5. Aie there two levels to this project, 
that is, are the discussions both continental 
and local? 

6. Should the goals project be considered 
a third building block? Milwaukee is 
talking about it as if it is. 
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Ltad Community A geographic 
community serving as a local laboratory 
for the deveJopment of exemplary models 
of Jewish education. A lead community 
sets high educational standards, raises 
nmds dedicated to the enhancement of 
Jewish education, and utilizes a broad 
coaHtion of participants to guide its 
educational refonn efforts. On 26 August 
1992 Milwaukee, Baltimore, and Atlanta 
were selected as the first three lead 
communities in North America. 

I . Does the designation "lead community" 
represent an affinnation that a community 
is currently on the "cutting edge" of Jewish 
education or does it imply a willingness to 
venture to the cutting edge. We have 
observed that the communities ascribe to 
the first definition, the CIJE to the 
second. 

2. In re #1, it is unclear what the oft-used 
term "business as usual" means. Does the 
extension of any reform initiated prior to 
the LC designation constitute "business as 
usual?" For example, Baltimore is in the 
process of implementing a community
wide strategic plan approved in 1989 and 
bas just completed a strategic plan for 
Jewish education. Since work on these 
plans began prior to the LC desianation, 
do tihese plans which entail systemic 
reform not meet the standard of reform as 
conceptualized by the CUE? 

3. How does the CUE acknowledge the 
history of each of the respective 
communities? At times, it appears to the 
communities that the CUE is asking them 
to "forget" their histories and build a 
system of education de nova. 

4. There are inconsistencies in the 
understandings of"top-down" and 
"bottom-up." Within this metaphor, the 
LC/CUE relationship appears at times to 
be dominated by the CIJE or to be "top
down." For example, the CIJE has 
specified the building block:s

7 
the 

federation as the central address, a new 
position (lead community director], 
monitoring designed by CIJE, and other 
specific roles for consultants and CIJE 
staff. Best Practices also comes across as 
"top-down. 11 

5. The metaphor of "partnership" conflicts 
with the hierarcbical metaphor implied by 
either "top-down" or "bottom-up." 

PAGE 03 
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Lead Community Project 1] New 
programs and initiatives in It.ad 
communities charactcriz.ed by wide scope, 
high quality, important content, and 
continuous evaluation. 2] The entire 
CIJE/LC enterprise, a joint continental
local colllaboration for the enhancement of 
Jewish education. 

1. What are the criteria by which a new 
program or initiative could be 
charact,erized a lead community project? 
While the domains have been specified, no 
accompanying criteria have been 
articulated. This has arisen as a pro in 
Milwaukee. A rabbi wanted to name his 
entire supplementary school pro,gram a 
lead community project. 

2. From whence do lead community 
projects originate? Must they arise from 
the central planning or visioning process or 
can tbey arise from other individuals or 
groups so Jong as they meet the [yet to be 
specified] criteria? If they can arise 
outside the proces~ who decides whether 
the criteria are satisfied and how cant 
be integrated into the systemic vision? If 
they must arise from the planning process, 
how can the good ideas of those not 
directly involved be in~Juded? 

3. Who owns an LC project? Many 
philanthropists appreciate [even insist on] 
some ownership and even control of the 
projects they fund. If a project is 

. ½ designated an LC project. how can they be 
~' funded by such philanthropists? For 

..J \ ~ example, recently the Meyerhoff Fellows 
_ ~ · k\t" o' <, > ~ funded Machon L 'Morim, a program for 

(" · '\ ~ ~"1' x·, r selected teachers from three day schools in 
<- --\. U U -i' · Baltimore, one ~h from the Reform, 

, '::JS ~' ()_ \-v b '") Conservative, and Orthodox movements. 
, '? \Y f,~ ~ <,; It would likely meet any criteria for an LC 

~ ~ project but funders would want to 

~v :-/: ._ ~)(_ ~ maintain ownership of ' e project:- \e.-
/ ' 'x-!~ I J \tj ', "'-- \ J>cf1 t\_ 

<--"~ , ~ J~ ~ 
/ -~ ~ 

~~ ~ ~~\ 
.J " Q}' L, 

~ ' ~ 
~.J ,tvvl 
~ ,'? 
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MobiJb:.atlon Mobiliz.ation refers to 
organizi.n& people and institutions for 
action directed toward the enhancement of 
Jewish education and the financial support 
necessary for such action to be 
undertaken. Within the context of the 
CIJE, mobilization refers to securing the 
involvement of people from differing 
movements and occupational categories., 
as well as both lay and professional 
leaders. Full involvement implies a ''wall
to-wall" coalition. Mobilization is 
considered one of the two essential 
building blocks for the improvement of 
Jewish education. 

Monitoring, Evaluation, and Feedback 
A component of the LC Project whose 
goal is to document the efforts and gauge 
the success of the lead community process. 
"Monitoring" refers to observing and 
chronicling the planning and 
implementation of changes; "evaluation" 
entails interpreting information in a manner 
that will strengthen each communitys 
eff'ons to improve Jewish oducation; and. 
"feedback" consists of offering oral and 
written responses to community members 
and the CUE. 

1. We have consciously chosen the term 
"building block" as used in A Time to Act 
in preference to ·enabling option" which 
ha& created confusion in the communities. 
We strongly recommend the former term 
be used to refer to mobilization and 
personnel. 

2. During the May consultation. the 
involvement of major donors emerged as 
especially important during the discussion 
of the Milwaukee report. Have all the 
communities been informed of this special 
importance? Are there certain persons or 
groups who must be involved for 
mobilization to be effected? Are there 
degrees of mobilization possible or is this a 
yes/no proposition? 

J . One barrier to involving donors is the 
current uncertainty as to what the specifics 
of the CUE effort are. In general, 
professionals in all three communities 
solicit funds based on clarity of what is to 
be funded and calculated high probabilities 
for success of such programs. Without the 
specifics of LC projects. professionals 
have no •ammunition• for soliciting funds. 

4. What is the special role of educaton in 
the mobilization process? That is, on what 
basis should their involvement be solicited 
and what roles can they play in the LC 
process? 

I . Will written reports and memos to 
Jerusalem be disseminated to other CIJE 
staff and consultants and, if so, how? 

' 
2. Field researchers interact with CUE \:A \ ':> 
staff in North America, for example, 

1 
\J~ 

Daniel Pekarsky, Bany Holtz, and --~~ 
[formerly] Shulamith EJster. ls this 
"decentralized" feedback appropriate? If 
so, should regular conversations be 
instituted with various CU.c staff on thi5 
continent? 
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Partnenhip The relationship between 
CUE and the lead communities in which 
both partners share ideas, plans, and 
policies for their mutual benefit. 
Partnership also characterizes relationships 
within a lead community. 

Personnd All those who work in the field 
of Jewish education including fonnal and 
informal education and professional and 
volunteer staff Attention to personnel is 
one of the two building blocks necessary 
for the improvement of Jewish education. 
PersoMel issues must be addressed in all 
lead community projects. 

Systemic Reform A plan for change that 
recognizes that one cannot improve Jewish 
education by refonning one element at a 
time. The entire enterprise must be 
considered in a coherent and coordinated 
fashion. Systemic refonn requires a 
unifying vision and a broad-based ( wall-to
wall] coalition of change agents. 

Vision A desired state or process in 
Jewish education toward which the 
community as a whole or segments thereof 
are working. Vision is a characterization 
of Jewish education in terms of structure, 
content, and process. 

1. Please elaborate on this concept as per 
the Cleveland consultation. 

2. The concept of partnership conflicts 
with the idea of "top-down• and "bottom
up." 

1. What personnel issues are included in 
this term? Some people have the 
impression teacher training is central; 
others define personnel more broadly. 

2. A close reading of A Time to Act 
leaves on with the impression "personnel" 
refers to new recruits rather than to those. 
already in the field. Please clarify CUE's 
position on this. 

1. In Ms. Hochstein's memo to the MEF 
project in February, &he stated the CIJE 
was not interested in structural change. 
How is structural change differentiated 
from systemic reform? 

I . Does vision refer to an ideal or to the 
possible as, for example, might be found in 
a strategic plan? 

I 
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o Conducts meetings and telephone conversat ions 
with key rabbis , teachers, school principals, 
agency professi onals and local Foundation 
staff. 

0 Attends regularly the meetings 
Principals Council. 

of the 

3. Relationshi ps with national resources: 

o Initiates telephone conferences with key 
professionala representing a large number of 
organizations (i.e ., JESBA, Whizin Center, 
Federations in Boston, Cleveland, Baltimore and 
Atlanta; central agencies for Jewish education 
in Washington D.C., and Baltimore). These 
contacts a.re used to gather informati on and 
receive feedback on new ideas and tentative 
plans. Batablishi.ng this relationship creates 
valuable links for the Lea d Community Project 
and develops a pool of future consul tan ta • 
These potential consultants can add a new 
dimension to Milwaukee•• current and future 
efforts. 

0 Attended a conference in Chicago on "Research 
in J ewish Education•. The information gained 
will help Dr. Cohen assume a major role in the 
development of evaluation systems to assess t h e 
impact of local initiatives. (Apparently, this 
will not be within t he reaim of 
responsibilities of the field researcher.) 

4. Relationships with CIJB: 

o I nitiate& contacta with n a tio nal and 

C 

international CIJE resources and •ecures a 
t i.JDely CI JE respons e t o Milwauke e ' s needs and 
t imetable. 

For e xample : Due to the Project Director• s 
pl an to complete the Educators Survey before 
the end of t he sc hool year, CIJB agreed to 
c onvene a group of consultants, field 
researcher s and the project directors from 
Milwaukee and Baltimore to develop t he survey 
questionnaire within Milwaukee' s t i me frame. 

Work: ~ith er~ otaff, p~cvid•• f w•dback ~ n 
t heir servicee and clarifies Milwaukee ' s needs , 
so that CIJB s t aff can be most useful to the 
community on s ite visi t s. 

7 
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Memoraqdum 
To: Adam Gamoran 

From: JuHc Tammivaara 

Date: July 15, 1993 

Subject: Response to Definitions and Ambiguities memo, 12 July 1993 

l have quickly read your latest memo and have formulated a quick reply. 

Ambiguities and UncertaiJ'lties 

PAGE 02 

. _Page 2._ Und
1
er

11
Lea~ Community, s~nd paragraph, you have done a good job of 

exp!ammg Baltimore s busmess as usual" dilemma. lf what they are doing (even if begun 
prior to the existence of CUE) is in the spirit of what CUE is about, should this not count? 
This becomes relevant a.s we consider Milwaukee and their planning. If they follow the 
same route as Baltimore, should their efforts count as r,ot "business as usual11 even if their 
process and/or plans look exactly the same as Baltimore's? Additionally. there i5 the 
intrusion of CUE rhetoric into what Baltimore is doing since the initial conversations with 
CUE. For example, in the December interviews participants (Darrel~ Marshall, Nancy, 
Chaim, etc.) talked about Baltimore as a "living laboratory," the CUE as a "catalyst" for 
change efforts. etc. The point being that even though the strategic plan process began 
prior to the existence of the CIJE, CIJE has influenced its direction and spirit. I would 
add that Baltimore planners believe their pace is appropriate for them, not necessarily that 
this pace would be appropriate for anyone else There are stirrings in the community as to 
when this project will get going on a broader basis from those not centrally involved. for 
example, administrators at BHU. 

In paragraph five, the text counters the point of the preceding paragraph; that is, 
the CUE is currently, or has in the past, employed a "top-down" model while the rhetoric, 
particularly from the communities is one of "partnership" which is different from a 
hierarchical model. The issue is which metaphor sbould be operant According to the 
definition of"partnership," there is no place for either a "top-down .. or a "bottom-up'' 
model. I would delete this paragraph, or make the issue one of chonsing a metaphor. 

Pa1e 3: Paragraph 2 under mobilization is not correct from my (and, I think. 
Roberta's) view. l have no evidence that Baltimore does not understand that mobilization 
refers to •·persons throughout the community, including, in particular, educators." I 
believe it is the case in both Milwaukee and Baltimore that this definition is in use; the 
issue is that complete mobiliution has not yet occurred in their view but some 
mobiliz.ation has occurred in both communities. I heard Fox and Zucker say in Cleveland 
that without the participation or substantive involvement of donors, there was no 
mobilization. In both communities, educators are participating but there is some 
confusion (in our minds) as to what and how participation counts as "mobilizatjon." There 
is unctrtainty as to whether specific individuals must be involved in specific, CUE-defined 
roles for mobilization to have occurred. For example, they seemed to indicate in 
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Cleveland that without Esther Leah Ritz' panicipation both as a planner and a donor. 
mobilization cou Id not be said to have taken place. Of course, this goes for the educators, 
as well. Put another way, is aiobiliz.ation a zero-sum game or are there degrees of 
mobilization possible? 

Page 4. rt is incorrect to say ttsome participants seem to think ... " if by 
"panicipants" you mean community members. At the Cleveland meetings. the CUE staff 
seemed to imply that by "personnel0 they meant "teacher training. 0 This is a much 
narrower definition than that currently held by people in both Baltimore and Milwaukee 
(and, I presume, Atlanta). 

Thank you for acknowledging my memo; ] look forward to your comments. As 
to preparing feedback for Baltimore planners and other imlividuals in the form of raising 
critical questions, l have done this for seven months now and will continue to do 50. 

I will be out of town until Sunday, July 18th. I will be meeting with ShuJarnith re: 
BHU involvment in teacher tnrining and other CUE-related matters. 

CC: Roberta Goodman 



July 18, 1993 

To: Annette, Seymour, and Shmuel 
From: Adam 
CC: Ellen, Roberta, Julie 

MEMORANDUM 

Re: Ambiguities in CIJE terms and concepts 

Attached are two documents: 

(1) A glossary of key terms and concepts for CUE, which you may wish to 
circulate. 

(2) A discussion of ambiguities related to these terms and concepts. This is 
intended as feedback to CUE. 

Here' s a brief explanation of the documents: 

Glossary 
At the May meetings in Cleveland it emerged that many of the key terms and concepts of 
CUE were not fully clear to all participants. Consequently we decided to prepare a glossary 
of terms and concepts. The primary purpose of the glossary is to ensure that our own 
understandings are correct. However, we think the glossary might have more general 
usefulness. For example, you may wish to circulate it among CUE staff, Lead Community 
staff, and/or lay people. I'm writing to ask the following: 

o Are our definitions accurate and reasonably complete? 

o lf you wish to distribute the glossary more widely, are there other terms you 'd 
like us to add? 

Ambiguities 
Preparing the glossary provided an excellent opportunity to discuss the issues and concepts 
represented by these terms. We reviewed many long-standing ambiguities and raised new 
issues as welL Hence, another reason I'm writing is to advise you of the ambiguities we 
discussed. Some of these may be easily settled by you; if so, we'd appreciate your quick 
response. Others cannot be addressed simply, but we hope that by raising the questions we 
can help you prepare for future deliberations within CUE and with the lead communities and 
others. Thus, the discussion of ambiguities is intended to be feedback to CIJE. 
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CUE -- A GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND CONCEPTS 
July 1993 

Abbreviations used in the Glossary 

A Time to Act, The Report of the Commission on Jewish Education in North 
America. Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1990. 
Best Practices Project: The Supplementary School, edited by Barry Holtz, 
CUE, 1993. 
'"The Challenges of Systemic Reform: Lessons from the New Futures Initiative 
for the CUE," by Adam Gamoran, CUE 1992. 
"'Goals for Jewish Education in Lead Communities, " by Seymour Fox and 
Daniel Marom, CUE 1993. 
"Lead Communities at Work," by Annette Hochstein, CUE 1993. 
"Lead Community Consultation", minutes of the CUE/Lead Community 
meetings held in Cleveland, OH, May 12-13, 1993. 
Planning Guide, CIJE, February 1993. 
Program Guidelines, CUE, January 1992. 

Glossary of Terms 

Best Practices -- A CUE project to develop an inventory of effectiv,e educational practices 
which will serve as a guide to Jewish educational success. As a resource, Best Practices can 
be adapted for use in particular Lead Communities. 

Further reading: ATA 67, 69; PlaG 31-32; BPSS 1. 

Content/Scope/Quality -- See Lead Community Project. 

Goals Project -- A collaborative effort to stimulate a high level of discussion on the goals of 
Jewish education in Lead Communities. Participants include: Lead Communities, CUE, 
Mandel Institute, Melton Centre at Hebrew University, Hebrew Union College-Jewish 
Institute of Religion, Yeshiva University, and the Jewish Theological Seminary. Papers on 
"The Educated Jew" serve as a resource for this discussion. 

Further reading: GJE 1 - 2. 
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Lead Community -- A geographic community serving as a local laboratory for the 
development of exemplary models of Jewish education. A Lead Community sets high 
educational standards, raises additional funds for education, and establishes a wall-to-wall 
coalition to guide its educational reform efforts. On August 26, 1992, Atlanta, Baltimore and 
Milwaukee were selected as the first three Lead Communities in North America. (See also 
Lead Community Project.) 

Further reading: A~A 67 - 69; ProG 2. 

Lead Community Project -- This term has been used in two ways: "THE Lead Community 
Project" refers to the entire CUE/LC enterprise, a joint continental-local collaboration for 
excellence in Jewish education. "A Lead Community Project" refers to new programs and 
initiatives in Lead Communities. These programs and initiatives are characterized by: 1) wide 
scope, 2) high quality, 3) important content, and 4) an evaluation component. 

Further reading: ProG 1; LCC 4, 9-10. 

Mobilization -- Mobilization refers to organizing people and institutions for action directed 
towards the enhancement of Jewish education, and the financial support necessary for such 
action to be taken. Within Lead Communities, mobilization means involving people form 
differing movements and roles, and to both lay and professional leaders; a mobilized 
community has a "wall-to-wall coalition." Mobilization is one of the two essential building 
blocks for the improvement of Jewish education. 

Further reading: A TA 50, 63-66. 

Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback -- A component of The Lead Communities Project that 
documents its efforts and gauges its success. "Monitoring" refers to observing and 
documenting the planning and implementation of changes. "Evaluation" entails interpreting 
information in a way that will strengthen and assist each community's efforts to improve 
Jewish education. "Feedback" consists of offering oral and written responses to community 
members and to the CUE. 

Further reading: LCAW 5-7. 

Partnership -- The collaborative relationship between CUE and the lead communities, in 
which both partners share ideas, plans, and policies for their mutual benefit. Partnership 
also characterizes relationships within a Lead Community. 

Further reading: LCC 2 - 3. 
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Personnel -- All those who work in the field of Jewfah education including formal and 
informal education and professional and volunteer staff. Attention to personnel is one of the 
two building blocks necessary for the improvement of Jewish education. Personnel issues 
must be addressed in all lead community projects. 

Further reading: ATA 49-50, 55-63. 

Systemic Reform -- A plan for change that recognizes that one cannot improve Jewish 
education by i:eforming one element at a time. Instead, the entire enterprise must be changed 
in a coherent and coordinated fashion. Systemic reform requires a unifying vision and goals 
and a broad-based (wall-to-wall) coalition ,of change agents. 

Further reading: CSR; also Marshall S. Smith and Jennifer O'Day, "Systemic School 
Reform," Politics of Education Association Yearbook 1990, 233-267. 

Vision -- A desired state or process in Jewish education toward which the community as a 
whole or segments of the community are working; an ideal characterization of Jewish 
education in terms of structure, content and process. 

Further reading: PlaG 26; LCC 9; LCA W 2. 

Wal1-to-Wall Coalition -- The partnership within a Lead Community among participants 
across denominations and levels of agencies and institutions. It includes lay people as well 
as professionals. (See also Mobilization.) 

Further reading: LCA W 4; ATA 63-66. 

• 



Ambiguities and Uncertainties 
July 1993 

Best Practices -- There is still a great deal of confusion in the communities on how Best 
Practices relate to the building blocks of personnel and mobilization. How is Best Practices 
supposed to be translated into action? How does it reach the educators? What sequence of 
events is planned? 

The concerns we raised in our Summary Report of February 1993 are still relevant: 

"With Best Practices under way, the central challenge lies in strengthening what is 
currently a vague articulation between CUE and the communities in the content area. 
How, exactly, will the Lead Communities and the Best Practices project 
interact? ... Will the communities initiate the relationship by requesting assistance in 
particular areas? Or will Best Practices provide them with a II menu" from which to 
choose? Is Best Practices to serve as a source of information, inspiration, or both? 

"The link between Best Practices and the communities may become stronger and more 
clear after community educators have been drawn into the Lead Communities process. 
Presumably, contacts between Best Practices and the communities will occur with 
educators, not mediated by communal workers. When educators are drawn into the 
coalitions, they are likely to develop content-related ideas for change that fit their 
contexts, and to call on Best Practices to help them implement their ideas. Hence, the 
need for better articulation may be best addressed by mobilizing the educators" 
(Summary Report, Feb. 1993). 

The role of Best Practices in systemic reform is also unclear. As we commented in 
February: 

"Another concern is utilizing Best Practices in the context of systemic reform. A 
principal feature of the Lead Communities project is that instead of addressing 
isolated institutions or programs, it aims to reform the entire system of Jewish 
education in the communities. This feature is seen as a strength by many respondents 
across the three communities. Yet the Best Practices project, which focuses on 
particular institutions one at a time, appears to conflict with the systemic approach. 
How will CIJE encourage systemic use of Best Practices? Broader mobilization of the 
community is required to ensure that Best Practices are drawn upon in a coordinated 
rather than a fragmented way" (Summary Report, Feb. 1993). 

This issue is a source of great confusion and uncertainty in the communities, particularly in 
Milwaukee and Atlanta. At the meetings in May, we came to understand that Best Practices 
will be a resource upon which the communities can draw as they translate their visions into 
site-based action. How this process wiJJ work is still not clear in the communities. 



Goals Project -- This is not yet a coordinated and integrated effort, and the lead 
communities have not yet been involved. What will push the goals project off the drawing 
board? What will be the forum for discussions? Also, some community members in 
Baltimore and Milwaukee are wondering when they will receive the Educated Jew papers. 
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Lead Community -- We have observed over time, and it was clear in May, that CUE staff 
use the term differently than residents of the three communities. From the community 
perspective, Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee are lead communities; members of the 
communities see their cites as models already. From the perspective of CUE staff, they are 
in the process of becoming lead communities. CUE staff know these cities were selected for 
their potential for radical reform in Jewish education, and the quality of current policies and 
programs was not the key consideration. 

Thus, for example, what CUE staff term "business as usual" in Baltimore is seen as "the 
lead community process" by members of that community. I may be oversimplifying a bit, 
but I think it' s not inaccurate to say that Baltimore federation leaders see their plan, which 
has been progressing since 1989, as one of systemic reform, and one which is consistent with 
CUE's approach. CUE has not effectively communicated to them, or has not succeeded in 
convincing them, which elements are missing, and which if any elements are misdirected. 
The two partners have at least agreed to disagree on the pace of change: CUE believes it is 
too slow, and Baltimore leaders believe it is the correct pace for effective change. 

A perception held in Baltimore is that the strategic planning and visioning that is being 
initiated in Milwaukee, under CUE's guidance, has already occurred in Baltimore. While 
this was not brought about by CUE per se, it was very much influenced by the Mandel 
Commission and by A Time to Act, as one can see by the language of Baltimore' s strategic 
planning documents . 

Another ambiguity concerns the term "bottom-up" used in ATA (p.68). We found this term 
confusing (and omjtted it from our glossary definition) in two respects. First, the logic of 
"bottom-up" vs. "top-down" implies a hierarchy, but more recently CUE has described its 
relationship with lead communities as a "partnership." Second, "bottom-up" implies reforms 
generated from within the community, but thus far CUE has specified not only the two 
"building blocks, " but numerous structural elements such as the federation as the "central 
address" for the project, a new role of lead community project director, monitoring designed 
by CUE, and other specific roles for consultants and CUE staff. Best Practices also seems to 
come across as a "top-down" reform, although it is not intended that way. 

Thus far, discussions between CUE and the communities have mainly focused on structure. 
Perhaps as content becomes more central, the reform process -- and the relation between 
CUE and the communities -- will be more one of partnership. 



Lead Community Project - Within the communities, there is still much uncertainty about (a) 
what constitutes a "lead community project" and (b) how the criteria of content, scope, and 
quality are to be applied. Do all lead community projects initiate with the central planning 
(visioning) process within the community, or can they begin from the grass-roots as long as 
the criteria are satisfied? (For example, a rabbi in Milwaukee wants to name his entire 
supplementary school a Lead Community Project.) If the latter, who is to decide when the 
criteria are to be satisfied? If the former, how can the good ideas of those not directly 
involved be included? 
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Planners in Baltimore and Milwaukee have expressed concerns about the "ownership" of 
Lead Community Projects as they think about mobilizing large donors. How will they 
provide a satisfactory level of recognition to donors who fund Lead Community Projects? 
What degree of control can be granted to donors, and what level of accountability should be 
worked out? I wouldn't call this a problem at present, but it is on the minds of community 
planners. A current example is the Machon L'Morim, a Meyerhoff-funded program for 
selected teachers from three day schools in Baltimore, one each from the Reform, 
Conservative, and Orthodox movements. It appears likely to meet CUE criteria, but must be 
clearly identified as a Meyerhoff program. 

Finally, if there is room for grass-roots projects (i .e., those initiated outside the central 
planning process) to become Lead Community projects, how can they be incorporated into 
systemic reform? 

Mobilization -- We are avoiding the term "enabling option" which, although it does not 
appear in AT A, has often been used by CUE staff, and is the source of much confusion. 
"Enabling option" sounds as if one has a choice about it, but that is not so in CIJE's model. 
It is important that CUE staff stop using the term "enabling option." 

During the staff meeting in May, the involvement of major donors emerged as especially 
important during the discussion of the Milwaukee report. To our knowledge, this issue has 
been raised with Milwaukee participants to the extent of encouraging them to get Esther Leah 
Ritz involved with the Milwaukee Commission and/or Steering Committee. If the concern is 
a broader one, it still needs to be addressed. 

From the community perspective, a difficulty in involving major donors now is the current 
uncertainty as to the specifics of Lead Community projects. Ordinarily, we are told, 
professionals in all three communities solicit major gifts for designated purposes. Without 
the specifics of Lead Community Projects, professionals feel they lack sufficient 
"ammunition" for soliciting funds. One can think about this problem as a sequencing issue: 
Which comes first, development of content or mobilization of funds? In May, Milwaukee 
participants explained that they wanted a better idea of the content of their reforms before 
they approached major donors about funding the reforms. 
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Another ambiguity is that so far, mobilization in the communities has meant representation of 
diverse constituencies rather than full involvement of these constituencies. At this time, 
Commissions. are generally inclusive in the sense that they involve representatives from a 
wide variety of institutions.. However, there is no established mechanism for these 
representatives to inform and galvanize support in their constituencies. We are particularly 
concerned with the involvernent of educators. What CUE or community resources will be 
devoted to involving educators, not just as representatives of institutions, but more broadly as 
developers and implementers of educational innovations? 

Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback -- Two important uncertainties about our project both 
have to do with dissemination. The first concerns feedback to CIJE. Most of our reporting 
is directed towards Annette, yet much of what we have to say is relevant to other staff. 
What is the mechanism for distributing our update memos (such as this one) to other staff 
members? 

We can conceive of two approaches to feedback: one in which our reports go to Annette, and 
they are then distributed as you see fit; and a second in which we report to whomever we see 
fit as the occasion arises, including but not exclusively Annette. 

The second uncertainty concerns feedback to the communities. We have not established any 
regular procedure or mechanism for getting feedback disseminated outside our central 
contacts. We have had many informal conversations in which we provided feedback 
requested by reommunity members, but as we learned in May, these do not concern the issues 
of central interest to CUE. 

Partnership -- Unfortunately the minutes of the May meetings did not reflect the depth of 
discussion on what "partnership" means, and we welcome any elaboration. 

Wall-to-Wall Coalition -- Are there some absolutely essential partners (e.g., large donors)? 
Are some partners more essential than others? 
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Memorandum 
To: Adam Gamoran, Ellen Goldring 

From: Julie Tammivaara 

D1te: July 21, 1993 

Subject: Response to MEF Project Plans for Year Two 

I will divide these remarks into two parts following Ellen's method suggested in Madjson: 
organization and content. 

Orporzation. I agree with Roberta that. as organized, the document appears to 
put our ongoing, primary mission on a par with two important but not a.s comprehensive 
pieces of our work, that is, the self study and the Hebrew language assessment. I would 
suggest the document begin by describing the ongoing efforts in a "regular" text format 
and then bulleting or otherwise indenting the smaller pieces. As noted on the telephone 
conference, Roberta and I believe there should be three smaller pieces: setf study, Hebrew 
language, and special topics, the latter to be left unspecified. 

Content. This section has three parts that I will discuss separately. 

Ongoing Monitoring and Feedbaci . I am wondering why "evaluation" is not included in 
the title here. As noted in our conversations, at least two major lay leaders (one of whom 
is funding at lea.st in pan this project) and some professionals in Baltimore are eager for 
some evaluation effort . However valuable the Hebrew language endeavor is, it is limited 
to less than half the day schools and does not touch many projects people would like to 
see eicamined. I think we should re--think the exclusion of this part of our mission. 

While I would agree that monitoring is central to this project, mobilization and 
vision are probably most central in the beginning and wiU decline in centrality as the 
project progresses. Therefore I would leave out •central," or specify centrality in the early 
phases. As for professional lives of educators, we have not couched upon informal 
educators and higher education. Should these not be in the plan for next year? 

I have a problem with the three questions. First, they did not emerge from our first 
year's work but were fonnulated long before we entered our communities. Second, they 
are framed in a yes/no fashion that does not imply monitoring but rather ticking off on a 
checklist. An ex.ample of a more fertile question would be: What is considered when a 
new project is proposed, that is, who is infonned, what entities are considered, what steps 
are taken in what order, etc. 

The reference for a "treatment plan" is neither appropriate for the work we are 
doing nor is it descriptive of how communities see themse1ves. Milwaukee, in particular, 
has eschewed experimental language and would not, I am guessing, .find this term 
welooming. 
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With respect to refining specific questions, I would suggest we not Ioele ourselves 
into consulting with the CUE for this. They probably wouldn't care, but it is preferable, [ 
believe, to request they $uggen topks rat~r than question fonnulation. 

Finally, what is the difference between products three and four? That is, what will 
be in the cumulative report that goes beyond mobilization, visions, and personnel? 

Communify &if Study. I agree that as described, this should be caHcd 11community 
profiles11 instead of 11self studies.1

' The thrust seems to be completely quaniliative which is 
the hallmark of profiles not self studies. Why not use this language as the title of the 
section? 

Since cultivating enthusiasm and securing ownership of efforts is so important, 
why not make this a itep in the process? Whatever its faults, Baltimore has recognized 
the importance of laying groundwork, and this, l believe, is one key factor to its success in 

\l_ several projects. I would add that a real partnership effort that goe, beyond getting 
./ ~ ~ :'input'' -should take place. I would not advocate the process used in developing ttte 

~.J ~ J t ,/ educator and principal surveys. Since the communities will need to devote their physical 
,J''-~ °'J ~ financial resources to this project, they should have a meaningful role in developing 
~ \}o.: "' , the areas they would sec as importan. t. It would make sense to have several core areas 
~ ~ common to all three communities and then some that may be ~ecific to only one or two 

communittes. For example, BaJtimore may want to know something about higher Je\\ish 
education that is not relevant to the other two communities. In any cMe, the rationale and 
goals of this effort could and should be articulated early on by us; then, within this 
framework, the communities could formulate, as partners, the substanr,e of the profile. 
This would be an appropriate topic for one of the planning meetings all communities 
attend. 

It is unclear what .. methodology" m.ean.s in the second paragraph. As written, it 
seems to ref er to the report and does not include design and data collection pieces of the 
effort. 

--- My work with accreditation agencies for the past fifteen years bas been penneated 
with the recognition that numerical information has limited discriminative power. They 
have round that schools known to be excellent obtain the same profiles as schools known 
to be poor. Many (if not all) accreditation groups have moved to including the collection 
and analysis of qualitative data to better distinguish more effective from less effective 
institutions and programs. Perhaps we might consider doing the same for this project. -I hope this effon can be underway "in the ran~ but the CUE will need to move fast 
if this is to be a reality. I strongly suggest we avoid having to deliver by a particular date 
whether or not we are ready. Perhaps we could begin conversations wj.th our 

~ \) ~ communities about this prior to official okays so the experience of the surveys is not 
repeated 

Assessment of Hebrew Language Development. I have read Shohaney's reports and am 
impressed with much of what she says. This js, however, a very limjted effon touching 
only a very few educational institutions and clients in each community. For example. 
Baltimore has nine day schools but only four would qualify for this proje.ct. I think this 
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may be a factor in persuading the communities to go along (meaning devote resources) to 
the effort. There are a majority of people in aU three communities who do not see day 
school education as either feasible for most young people or necessary or both for 
continuity. This may be a hard seU. 

I am not sure what is meant by the first sentence in this section ... please explain or 
delete As this project is so limited, I can't sec it adding much to the long tenn study of 
change in a whole community. Support for this assertion is needed. 

As noted on the telephone. either explain "high level of agreement• phrase or 
delete. The assessment will provide baseline data. about Hebrew language in some day 
schools, not for the community in general. Is there an assumption by Shohaney that 
language proficiency is preferable to language achievement? If so, the Orthodox schools 
will fare poorly as they tend not to advocate conversational, real world proficiency but 
ability to "read" (meaning decode) the texts. This mey not be relevant. 

The faJI starting date leaves little time to develop buy in with the communities. 
How can this be expedited? Again. I think this phase should be pan of the plan. 

Finally, a "special topics• section should be added although not terribly specifically 
described. These refer to small idiosyncratic efforts \11,ithin a community. 

All for now, 

CC: Roberta Goodman, Claire Rottenberg 
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CENTER FOR THE AovANCEMENT OF 

JEWISH EDUCATION 

~ CH~M V !IOTWINICk 
iXEC:. "IVE 01PEC 'OA 

FOR YOUR rNFORMATION July 16. 1993 

DNr Principaf/Direetor of Education: 

A1 vou know. sa,timo,e ha• been du;gneted • lead community by the Council for lnitielives 
in Jewish Education CCIJE). Aa pan of the relation.nip between Baftimore end the CIJE. 1 field 
r .. M rcher. Dr . JuJie Tammh,aere. hes b-.n assigned to our community. Her duties include 
interviewing peopte who pantcipate in thtt field of Jewish education, observing mHtlngs related 
to tduca-tion, en9e9ing In ongoing COmtll'Htion• with community members, pro¥iding foedbock 
10 interntad parti• and coffectlng and analyzing print9d documents ,.,._ to S.1'more's 
Jewf1n community. 

Julie brings cons.derable experience and exoertiH to her po1iuon. She hes worked with diverse 
cultural and ethnic communi1ies wrth an eye towa,d dlacovenng, documenting and 
understanding thtm. She hat written accounts of these communi1iH in order 1he1 they could 
IHrn about them,elvet and make more informed decisions about their own lives. 

This summer, JuJi• will be 1111i11in9 1he Baltimore Jewish community by interviewin9 aducators 
and educnonat direc:tor$ of both day ond congregationoUcammun8' religious schools. The 
interviews will focus on educators' stories as ta how they became involved in service to the 
Jewish comrnun,ty, whet they heve IHrned since becoming involved, what rew•ds and 
challenge, they fKe , wnh whom and how thev relate to othets profeuionally, and their visions 
and aspiration, H Jewish educators. We hope this undenoking will oc:,sitively strengthen our 
grasp of Jewl,h education H we work toward the enhancement ot Jewish education in our 
community. 

JuNe will be contacting you in the near future to arrange an interview arid discuss who. among 
your teaching staff, should alao be interviewed. Your par,:icipation ~nd the voicH of your 
ttechers are important. so we hope vou will provide the time ta work with her. The avtrage 
interview tasu about one hou, but she is willing to spend more tim• with you, should you 
desire. 

On behalf of the Center for the Advencement of Jewish Educetion. we would llke to exw,reas 
our sincere apprecill1ion to you for taking t he time out of your busy schedule to mHt with 
Julie. 

With best wilhh for an enjoyable summer. 

/J/J - ,\ ~ 

~ d,) . ' t7 
Alvin O. Katt " 
Chairman 

cc: Darrell O. Friedman 
Nancy R. Kutler 
Marshal S. Levin 

Sincerely yours. 

Qt~ ~-:c~<.\(_ 
Dr. Chaim Y. Botwinick 
Executive Director 

l' NEST l>il{)IJNT "'Cv.<L .l'/cf'JUE 
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Memorandum 
To: Adam Gamoran, Ellen Goldring 

From: Julie Tanunivaara and Roberta Goodman 

Date: August 16, 1993 

Subject: Suggestions from the field· Issues to discuss with Alan Hoffinan during 
Baltimore meetings 

As lic::IJ ,e~~rchen we have spent Stvera! months monitoring the lead communities of 
".tlanta, Balrimcre and Milwaukee In this time several issues have emerged in our 
communities With the advent of a full-time executive director and a new chief cd.ication 
officer we believe this is an excellent time to address some of them We would like to 
offer the following suggestions 

OrgAniutional structure 

It has never been clear to the communities what positions are included amon& the CUE 
staff, and this has hampered their ability to receive information in a timely manner 
Therefore, we recommend: 

A11 o,ga11i.1,Jltional cl,a,1 noting poritio,u, rnponslbilities, and pa,o,u holding 
tllose positions be prq,and and distributed. Tl,is cltart 1lro11ld all relna11t 
personnel incllldinK tl,e fe/d r~laos, Ginny Lffl, Ann Kki", etc. 

It has never been clear who is "in charge• of this project, or how one staff member is 
related to others and to the communities For example, what is the nature of the 
relationship between Daniel Pekarsky and Gail Dorph? Therefore, we recommend. 

A brief dncription of tire relatiomltip of individllals in tltt CIJE staff to 011e 
anotl,er and to uy members of the co1ttmunitia be dewlopd and distribMud 

Components of CIJE. 

The CUE consists of several components, e.g., the Monitoring, Evaluation, and Feedback 
Project, the Best Practices Project, etc The role of the seminaries is, at present, 
ambiguous Therefore, it would be helpful to new and continuing participants to have 

A single docMJMrtt itn-Rting, describing, and IUlti1tg tl,e nlaJiomlup a,no,eg 
tlrae components. Tlsis docu~nt slro,,ld be available to all CIJE staff alld the 
co'"'"" 11itia. 
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Roster 

Given the addition of new members to the CJJE staff and new key participants in the 
communities, we recommend. 

A rOfler i,u/i,cating names, addl'esses, tdq,ltone 1tUmbff'S, and fax 1tumbus be 
f orwu,lat~d a1td distrib11ted among CIJE staff and the commll1tities. 

CIJE Resource, 

The communities are eager to partake of the expertise of CJJE staff and consultants but 
arc unsure about what those resources are and how to access them Communities have 
expressed an interest in a number of things including assistance in developing visions, 
community planning, program implementation, program evaluation, contacting potential 
funders, grant writing, development of new sources of teaching personnel, and developing 
new definitions of educator roles. Therefore, we recommend. 

A clear stateme11t ofwlult CIJE's resources are and /sow they can be accessed 
by communities be developed and circulated. 

Communication 

A particularly knotty problem has persisted since the announcement of the lead 
communities and that is communication among CUE staff, between CIJE staff and the 
communities, and across communities There is no reliable system of communication 
which leads to unnecessary problems For example. in Baltimore one religious school was 
chosen as a best practice site; this upset other religioui schools as they were unaware this 
project was underway and felt passed over Recently two new persons have assumed key 
roles in the CUE. As of today, the MEF Project staff have not been officially informed 
they are on board, although educators across the country know contracts have been 
signed The Jewish educational community in the US is a fairly tightly knit group and it 
does not take long for rumors to 5pread. Often this infonnation is accurate; sometimes it 
is not. In any case, the rumor mill is not the classiest way for vital infonnation to be 
circulated. Therefore, we recommend· 

A concrete, rdiablt! system of communicatwn be established. Memoranda 
slsONld be reg,darly sent tb all staff so people an not taken by surpriu.. A 
system of commMnication should also be developed between lead comm1111ities 
so they ca1t lu regularly updated Perhaps II newsletter can b~ ir,itiated. 

A planning meeting will be held in less than one week At this time the field researchers 
have received not written communication regarding the participants, agenda items, or the 
schedule of meetings Twice, participants in Milwaukee have scheduled important 
communal meetings only to discover after the fact that important C'IJE meetings were 
scheduled for the same dates. Therefore1 we recommend: 

A calendar of CIJE ~etings including boa.rd meetings, lead community 
meetings, de. be developed and distributed. 
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Conferences such as CAJE, the Research Network, etc. are settings where a variety of 
CIJE and lead community persons gather Therefore, we recommend. 

Prier to importartt conferences, plans should be made to tab advantaRe of 
these gatheri11gs by scheduling receptions or other get togethers. 

Some key CUE staff reside in Israel, which creates obstacles both financially and 
logistically for community persoMel. Therefore, we recommend· 

A plan to facilitate US-Israel communication be developed and shared with the 
communitia. 




